The ancients favoured form. A perfectly sculpted big toe made of a composite of linen and gesso was found alongside an Egyptian mummy dating to the sixth century bc. Historians believed at first that it was meant only as a replacement in the afterlife, but the prosthesis fit snugly on the feet of other people missing their big toes, suggesting that it may have found a use in the real world, too. Similarly, a silver prosthetic nose welded to spectacle frames is testament to attempts by a wellheeled woman of the Victorian era to avoid social stigma after losing her nose to syphilis.
Yet too much emphasis on assimilation can have heartbreaking consequences. Between 1957 and 1962, many pregnant women took the drug thalidomide to ease morning sickness and improve sleep, until doctors realized that it caused severe limb deformities in the developing fetus. The UK government funded the design of prosthetic arms and legs for children born without them. The disturbingly lifelike limbs were so heavy and clunky that some had to be powered by pneumatic pumps, and they were mostly useless. In one of a series of haunting videos in the exhibition, a child describes using the prostheses as a weirdly dreamlike experience: "It was like somebody else touching [things] and I was merely an observer. "
Beside the display of videos is a blackand-white photograph of an 11-year-old girl, Philippa Smeed (now Verry), who was born without arms, lounging on a sofa and sipping from a mug that dangles from her toe. Her eyebrows are arched, and the mug seems to conceal an impish grin. "When I look at this photograph I realise what a wonderful, confident and happy childhood I had, " Verry says.
Examples of the extravagant and strange abound in Superhuman. There are cyborgs with limbs and faces cobbled together from workshop tools. There is athlete and doubleamputee Aimee Mullins, made up as a cheetah with prosthetic hind legs: a still from artist Matthew Barney's film Cremaster 3, which will screen at the exhibition. And there is the Whizzinator, a combination penis and bladder prosthetic, designed to help male athletes to evade anti-doping tests.
Aptly, Superhuman opened days before the start of the London Olympics. Sport is a study of human enhancement, by means
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Beyond the body
Ewen Callaway finds immersion in human enhancement to be both unsettling and uplifting. At the start of the twentieth century, Olympic marathon runners were allowed to train intensively for only four weeks in the year before the Games. They used strychnine as an endurance enhancer to help them to complete the gruelling course of about 42 kilometres (26 miles). A blurry photograph, on display in Superhuman, shows a dazed Tom Hicks, winner of the marathon in the 1904 games in St Louis, Missouri, being helped to the finish line by his two trainers.
Like other exhibitions at the Wellcome Collection, Superhuman leans heavily on historical and contemporary objects, and primary documents such as newspaper clippings. But the few fine-art displays are high points. South Korean artist Hyungkoo Lee's photograph Enlarging my Right Hand with Gauntlet depicts a pump resembling an udder.
In her tongue-in-cheek short film I Need a Hero, Charlotte Jarvis imagines a realitytele vision show in which amputees compete for body modifications and enhancements. The most powerful film is Regina José Galindo's Recortepor la Linea (Cut Through the Line). In it, the artist stands naked and taciturn in a public park in Venezeula -home to the world's third-highest rate of cosmetic surgery per capita -as a plastic surgeon uses a marker to chart the changes he would make to her body.
Revital Cohen's room-sized installation The Immortal is the most ambitious artwork: a closed loop in which air and water flow between a respirator, an incubator, a dialysis unit and other medical machinery, in an attempt to simulate a living organism. It will run for just one hour a day, so plan your visit accordingly.
The exhibition ends with a series of video debates on topics such as cognitionenhancing drugs, life-span extension and transhumanism -the idea that humans can transcend their bodies through technology. My favourite is a meditation by bioethicist John Harris on the obligation to enhance. Humans, he argues, must get over their squeamishness if they are to outlive climate change, global pandemics and eventually the destruction of Earth itself. Sounds like a job for Superman. ■ Ewen Callaway is a news reporter for Nature in London.
